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cials adamantly insisted that the ongoing study was flawed and 'inc

Journal ot Medicine, showed that women Detween ages 16 to 4, mat tOOK
dietary supplements with the ingredient phenylpropanolamine were 15 times
more likely than other women to suffer hemorrhagic strokes. However, most
women who suffered from hemorrhagic strokes got it after first usage of cold
remedies or dietary supplements that contain PPA.

Both men and women were recruited from 43 U.S. hospitals for the
study. None of them had suffered from previous brain lesions.

According to an analysis in the report, men suffered no increased risk
of hemorrhagic stokes after using cold remedies. The increased risk of hemor-
rhagic strokes for men when taking dietary supplements is not available
because no men reported usage of the product.

Phenylpropanolamine has a similar structure to an amphetamine.
The chemical has been on the market for more than 50 years. However, con-
cerns about its safety go
back as far as 1980, List of Products F.D.A.
when the F.D.A. began
to receive complaints Acutrim Diet Gum Appetite Supj
that people taking prod- Plus Dietary Supplements
ucts with PPA suffered Acutrim Maximum Strength
from hemorrhagic Acutrm Maximum Strength
strokes. Control

In 1990, a meet-
ing was held; the five-
year Yale study sprung
from this meeting.
Regulators said the
product might have
been banned as early as
1994 if the drug industry
did not agree to conduct
the study prior to issu-
ing an official warning
or ban.

Long before the
official advisory warn-
ing, many pharmaceuti-
cal companies and drug
manufacturers were
aware of the Yale study.
They knew that phenyl-
propanolamine
increased the risk of
hemorrhagic strokes in
young women.
However, company offi-

that depend on the sales of dietary supplements such as Dexatrim,
Ssuffer a loss that is much more costly. Phenylpropanolamine is an
Lgredient in many appetite suppressants.
Lthough PPA is will generally be off the market, studies indicate
r cold remedies and appetite suppressants contain an ingredient
igly similar side effects to PPA.
tedrine, found in other common cold remedies such as Sudafed, and
kaloids, found in alternative dietary supplements, are examples of
hazardous ingredients similar to PPA. A study on ephedra is also
the web site for the New England Journal of Medicine.
Ithough most pharmacies have discarded products that contain
panolamine, it doesn't stop consumers from abusing alternative and
and think the products are safe.

s to Ban
pressant

kppetite

Alka-Seltzer Plus Children's Cold Medicine
Effervescent
Alka-Seltzer Plus Cold Medicine (Cherry or
orange flavor)
Alka-Seltzer Plus Cold Medicine Original
Alka-Seltzer Plus Cold & Cough Medicine
Effervescent
Alka-Seltzer Plus Cold & Flu .Medicine
Effervescent
Alka-Seltzer Plus Cold & Sinus Effervescent
Alka-Seltzer Plus Night-Time Cold Medicine
Effervescent
BC Allergy Sinus Cold Powder
BC Sinus Cold Powder
Comtrex Deep Chest Cold & Congestion
Relief
Comtrex Flu Therapy & Fever Relief Day &
Night
Contac 12 Hour Cold Capsules

Contac 12 Hour Cold Caplets
Coricidin 'D' Cold, Flu & Sinus
Dexatrim Caffeine Free
Dexatrim Extended Duration
Dexatrim Gelcaps; Dexatrim Vitamin
C/Caffeine Free
Dimetapp Cold & Allergy Chewable Tablets
Dimetapp Cold & Cough Liqui- Gels
Dimetapp DM Cold & Cough Elixir
Dimetapp Elixir
Dimetapp 4-Hour Liqui-Gels
Dimetapp 4-Hour Tablets
Dimetapp 12-Hour Extentabs Tablets
Naldecon DX Pediatric Drops
Permathene Mega-16
Robitussin CF
Tavist-D 12 Hour Relief of Sinus & Nasal
Congrestion
Triaminic DM Cough Relief
Triaminic Expectorant Chest & Head
Congestion
Triaminic Syrup Cold & Allergy
Triaminic Triaminicol Cold & Cough
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By Arif RafiQ,
The current litig

has stirred up a semi-intel
merits of the Electoral C
pundits alike have shared
on this device that has be
first election in 1789, as it i
Section I of the Constitutio
that baseball, or even viol
apple pie, I believe that tl
fits this distinction - and ii
that it should stay that wa

The claim that th
become 'a great threat to
that deeply puzzles me.
taught, from elementary s
that the electoral college iL
less system that is in fa(
important. I understand
U.S. history teacher may n
guru, as he probably was
kidding), but the fact that 1
little attention to this syste

If Al Gore is to los
he will become only the s(
receive a plurality of the p<
the presidency. That's not
College is ineffectual. It i
and has substantial effects- the ones that it was
created for, which we will discuss shortly. But out
of our fifty-four presidential elections, over a peri-
od of two hundred and eleven years, the electoral
college has provided a different result than the
popular vote in one, and now maybe two
instances: in 1877, and in 2000. That means the
Electoral College has only differed from the popu-
lar vote in 3.7% of all elections.

College and move to the popular election of our
president." House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt and former Presidential Candidate
George McGovern also spewed similar rhetoric.

But what about Al Gore? He has most to
gain in the game of public opinion if the
Democrats are able to convince the American peo-
ple that the Electoral College is an attack at their
enfranchisement. In a press conference the day

vote winner, the Vice President stated in an inter-
view with CNN's Wolf Blitzer that he had no
opposition to the Electoral College. In fact, the
Vice President mentioned that he found nothing
wrong with the possibility of a candidate winning
the electoral vote and not the popular vote.

As you can see, his current position,
which is essentially the antithesis of his previous
one, is an expres-
sion of political >>>>continued on pg 6

NYPIRG Battles Sweatshop ,abo
By Jessica E dePerio: Chief NYPIRG correspondant

Starvation Wages. Excessive Hours. pany, including Nike, has a code of conduct. A meetings and these activities, we intend to edu
Forced Labor. Sexual Harassment. Constant code of conduct is a written set of principles that cate and inform the masses about the abuses o
Surveillance. Withheld Wages. No Unions. These a company or institution is supposed to follow, sweatshops and what we can do to make a differ
are just some of the conditions faced by workers Codes of conduct typically prohibit unsafe condi- ence.
in hundreds of thousands of sweatshop factories tion, child labor and discrimination. Yet, these On December 9th, 1999, during' th
both in the United States and abroad. Why should codes are primarily made to appease the media height of the holiday shopping season, 2,550 enex
you care? and are intended for public relations purposes. gized protestors marched down 5th Avenue t

How much were the last pair of Nikes The employees at the sweatshops have almost draw attention to Nike's sweatshop abuses
you bought? $100? $150? The worker who made never heard of these codes that supposedly guar- Organized by NYPIRG, The National Labo
you shoes received less than 16 cents an hour. She antee their rights. Once these codes are estab- Committee and People of Faith Network, th
was 14. Think about it. The labor for the pair of lished, an independent monitoring system is march drew union members, church groups, higi
shoes on your feet cost 16 cents. What are you formed to implement and enforce the Code of school and college students together for a six
more comfortable with: that all someone got for Conduct. Presently, Nike is monitored by block long candlelight procession. This year o0
making your shoes was 16 cents, or that she was Pricewaterhouse Coopers, an accountancy firm. December 6th our March and Rally will dray
young enough to be your little sister? One has to wonder, why is a company that is bet- 5,000 protestors together, twice as big as las

Here's the harsh reality. Sweatshops ter in crunching numbers taking on a human year's. We welcome all Stony Brook students an
exist. They exist overseas, they exist in the United rights issue? organization to participate.
States, and yes, they exist right here in New York So where do we turn next? Our schools Sweatshops are a workers rights issue,
City. Out of the 5,000 garment factories in New can make a great deal of difference. Individually, women's issue, an ethnic issue, a human right
York City, over 4,500 of them are sweatshops. universities buy a tremendous amount of apparel, issue, a socioeconomic issue and lastly, a student
Multinational corporations, usually through com- most of which is made under exploitive condi- issue. Like sweatshop workers we ,as consumers
plex chains of contractors and sub-contractors, tions. Students at over 100 universities across the are manipulated as pawns in the game of gree
produce many of their products in sweatshops. continent are trying to force their schools to take that multi-national corporations play. We mus
They compete with each other to produce prod- responsibility for the conditions under which the realize that we, as consumers, determine thei
ucts under the cheapest possible conditions, clothes bearing the school logos are produced. business. We, as consumers, can do better
demanding that contractors produce more at an We are following suit. This fall semester, Together we can make it happen.
even lower cost. the NYPIRG Anti-Sweatshop Campaign contin- This campaign strikes at the heart o

But Phil Knight, Nike CEO, claims that ued right where it left off: to keep the SUNY Stony unfair labor practices. Our goal in this cam
Nike does not sell a product, rather, they sell an Brook logo from being attached to apparel pro- paign is to get these corporations to improv
image. In every way possible, he is correct. Nike duced under sweatshop conditions. From working conditions, as well as disclosing th
appeals to women, youths, athletes and minori- November 20th to December 15th we will hold names and addresses of these sweatshop facto
ties by selling the depiction of triumph over our "Holiday with a Conscience" campaign. We ries, so that labor practices can be better moni
adversity and excellence in athleticism. With the have a range of activities, from tabling to letter- tored. We do not believe that these sweatshoc
unmistakable "swoosh" and their brilliant adver- writing to our "Stick-It to Sweatshops" sticker employees should lose their jobs, and ultimate
tising, onecan easily understand why Nike is the distribution. We also hold informal meetings in ly, their lives. Instead, we intend to voice th
way it is. the Stony Brook Student Union, Room 079 every concerns and injustices they endure but canno

What is Nike not telling you? Every com- Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. Through the informational speak out about.
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Editoi
Sexism has no place in The Press. I

what so ever. Maybe that hasn't been r
clear enough. So I'll say it again: Sexism r
had, doesn't have and will never have a
in The Press.

Look at our staff roster, or our ed
al board and you will no doubt notic(
prominance of the 'fairer sex' in this orl
zation. And I can assure you not a thing
past these women with out their supporl
approval.

Even if contributors to The Press
individualy be sexist, racist, classist or-
have you; this paper and its editorial 1
do not tolerate that kind of ignorance.

Each writer has the right to ex]
themself and their views in what ever A
they choose. And likewise we as editorn
confidant that their own words will b4
rope that hangs them.

When it comes to representing
Press we stand by our ads, words and pri
tions. All of these works are designed n
stand in place of every person working
or on The Press. They are designed to ]
out and get people.

We're aware of how easy it is to a

EX ECU TIVE EDITOR
Russell Heller

MANAGING EDITOR

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Jill Baron

BUISINESS MANAGER
Shari Goldsmith

NEWS EDITOR
Ellen Yau

FEATURES EDITOR
Kat Fulgieri

ARTS EDITOR'
Debbie Sticher

PHOTO EDITOR
Ed Safo

COPEE EDIDER
Karah McGruntis-

Hockey

-E ditorial. Pan2
The Stony Brook Press has been exp

to massive doses of gamma radiation; an
changing. The Press is growing big and i
and its purple pants have torn. All it kno
how to smash.

In the coming issues you (our vw
readers) will no doubt notice the r
changes to the design, attitude and appi
of our magazine. Hopefully you'll jive
it. If not though, for the sake of all that's
and good, let us know.

Because at the heart of it all
whores; and we're cheap. If you're not
fied with our job we'll pull it out and
new tongue trick on you. You ain't even
pay us a new fiver; just call, email or wr
a letter.

Hell even if we're doing it all rig
us know. Tell me what you like baby
your hands of communication on our
and guide us to your sweet spot. And
we'll work it til you scream. Oh
momma.

You like it like that?
Good. Our goal is to reach out t

Stony Brook community and touch the
their naughty bits. To this end you ma.
u 's inUr w 91% A

got a brand new Bag
free to assume that if you're doing it we
wanna work on it with you. You need adver-
tising? We're your shameless-self-promotion-
bitch.

We want to be intimately involved in
not only covering issues and events but in

producing them.
We're the next stage of media evolu-

tion with powers and abilities beyond the
comprehesion of mortal men (or women).
But all this goody-goodness relies on you as-
a reader and as a writer,

If you're pissed off about ANYTHING
at all in your stay here at SB write it down
and we'll print it.

If you're jazzed about something, a
CD, concert, play, film, or any little thing
write it down and we'll print it.

If you have any damn thing to say at
all, write it down and we'll print it.

But how can this be you ask?
It's because the people who read The

Press join it; and the people who join The Press
run it.

And after you've blown your literary
load into our anxious gaping mouths we
won't even try and kiss you.. .unless you ask.

Walter Boot, Kevin Cavannaugh,
Tim C, Cheryl Edelman, Glenn
"Squirrel" Given, Rob Gilheany,

Angelos K. Hannides, Jen Hobin,
Brian Kate, David Klein, Brian
Libfeld, EL. Livingston, Isaac
Pflaum, Steve Preston, Diana
Post, Craig Schlanger, Brian

"Scoop" Schneider, Katie Sinnot,
Chris Sorochin, Sharon Sung,
Donald Toner, Hilary Vidair,
Joanna Wegielnik, Jacki Yeh,

Michael Yeh,
Daniel Yohannes.

The Stony Brook Press is published bi-weekly
during the academic year and twice during
the summer intersession by The Stony Brook

Press, a student run and student funded
non-profit organization. The opinions

expressed in letters and viewpoints do not
necessarily reflect those of the staff.

Advertising policy does not necessarily
reflect editorial policy. For more informa-

tion on advertising and deadlines call
(516)632-6451. Staff meetings are held

Wednesdays at 1:00 pm. First copy free. For
additional copies contact Business

Manager.

The Stony Brook Press
Suites 060 & 061
Student Union

SUNY at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3200

(516) 632-6451 Voice
(516) 632-4137 Fax

e-mail: stonypress@hotmail.com
www.sbmress.orR
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Letter: Oh Mv God! The -Snot!
For the past 5 years the Spot has been an oasis for

students looking for a place to unwind and hear some real
good local bands. The Proprietor Godfey Palaia has been
dedicated to running a fine established and supporting local
music. The Spot is a bar, the last remaining on campus, and
the Administration has been on a malicious campaign to run
the Spot out of business.

The Administration is a collection of bureaucracies,
one being Student activities. Student Activities turf on cam-
pus includes regulating concerts on campus. The Spot is on
their turf because they control the concerts in the club. The
Spot is a project of the Graduate Student Organization (The
GSO) and was organized to cater to graduate students but
whose doors are open to undergrads and the general public.
The Spot controls what goes on in the club so the bands that.
play there deal with Godfey and not Student Activities.
Student Activities controls Concerts on the rest of the campus
and the Spot is on their turf. I manage a funk political band,
Mikey and the Merry Pranksters, I brought them to the Spot
several times.

I know that I don't have to deal with the Red Tape of
student Activities when I'm bringing my band to the
Spot. I have personal experience with bureaucracies and
Student Activities, in particular and they like their turf.
Public Safety, the campus cops, don't like the Spot and have
been harassing its employees.

Campus Residence is an enemy of the Spot because
the bar is located in Roosevelt Quad which is a "Quiet"
dorm. The "Quiet" Dorms should not be located near the
only on campus bar.

Jocks are an obsession of the administration. Sports
and building Stadiums seem to be a priority of the adminis-
tration, for some bizarre reason. It represents drain of mil-
lions of dollars of the University community money every
year, but that's what they want to do. Some are saying that
Admin wants a dry campus when the stadium is finished.
Who would go to one of those football games if you can't

have a beer? A theory is that they don't want the liability for
the alcohol. The liability can be taken care of by putting an
extra five dollars on everyone's student activity fee. The real
problem is the administration is conservative and puritanical
and they will try to kill everything that makes your life
worth living.

The-Administration has humped the Spot with bur-
densome rules that are clearly designed tho hurt the Spot, the
most blatant is making the Spot close early on Thursday
night. Anyone who has been on this campus for even a
month knows that Thursday is the night students like to kick
back. Though the Spot is still open late on Friday, most of the
Students are off campus by 7pm and as so cannot take
advantage of its comforts.

I am an alumnus of Stony Brook, I've seen the
administration act capriciously and maliciously toward peo-
ple they don't like. Groups ranging from the Red
Balloon to the skaters have been maligned. I liked the
skaters. Lies and exaggerations were used to move against
them. The Red Balloon had their programs snuffed out by
Student Activities and their bureaucratic games they play.
Now they have their ax sharpened and the sights set on the
Spot.

One really sad part of this is that years ago, students
would never take crap like this; they would stand up do
something about it. But Stony.Brook has gone soft, the stu-
dents' apathy has become its calling card. That makes their
job of taking things form you easy. Make a stink about it!

I have given a modest gift to the fund for Stony
Brook, but in the future I will only give to the departments
and programs that I like, such as the Radio Station WUSB
FM. I recommend that anyone else who would like to sup-
port Stony Brook follow suit and donate specifically which
they hope to support.

Robert V. Gilheany
Alumni 1991

Dear HOTMAIL Member:

Your HOTMAIL account is too large:
Please delete some messages.

If, on Nov 15 2000, your account is still
too large, some messagesmay be deleted for
you by the HOTMAIL Janitor.

You are limited to 2097K of storage
space. If your accountis in excess of this limit
on Nov 15 2000, the HOTMAIL Janitor will
delete some of your messages.

Even if you delete messages now, the
messages that you receive
before Nov 15 2000 are included in your total
account size.

To determine the size of your account,
click the "Folders" button on the Navigation
Bar.. The total account size is indicated at the
bottom of the Folders List.

The following messages may be delet-
ed if your account size is not under the
2097K limit on Nov 15 2000:

Jacklyn Yeh
40055

Wed, 01 Nov 2000

I etter: We're In For It Now
Michael Yeh
21993
Caitlin Leigh

Fri, 03 Nov 2000

Sat, 04 Nov 2000 My let-
ter. .
37333
The Stony Brook Pres Sat, 04 Nov 2000 Re:
articles.. (fwd)
60200
The Stony Brook Pres Sat, 04 Nov 2000 elec-
tric lounge (fwd)
47884

Total:
207k

Total size of your account:
2274k

When you delete messages, HOT-
MAIL recommends that you delete messages
with attachments, as they tend to be the
largest in size.

For more information about account
size, please send a blank email message to
acctsize@hotmail.com
Regards,
HOTMAIL Staff
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I was sitting in my dorm room the other
night, and (shock of shocks) found myself with
nothing to do. Since I was quickly growing
bored with sitting at my computer and waiting
for the latest eBay auction to be posted, I decid-
ed to dust off my remote and have a round with
the original zonked-out zombie screenOthe
television set. Man was I sorry.

I had the misfortune of turning on a

show called "7th Heaven," something I see
advertised frequently whenever I am watching
WPIX. Well, I sat through almost a full hour of
the most wretched crap I have ever seen in my
life. After doing a little bit of background
research talking to some freshmen on my floor,

I came up with a synopsis of the series.
Let's see if I have this right. A min-

ister has so much sex that his wife pops out
a thousand or so children. She stays home
to take care of them, and while the minister
is out saving the world, bestowing good
deeds and second chances upon those who
are all too ready to accept his assistance,
something goes wrong.
Apparently, this doer of good, this preacher
of god's word, has to deal with the anguish
of the fact that he's been trying to raise his
kids in the suburbs. And we all know what
happens to kids that are raised in the sub-
urbs. Just like the kids on this mind-numb-
ingly stupid show, the children of subur-
banites turn into potheads with anger prob-
lems, who rebel against their parents by
getting pierced, pregnant and arrested.

Except not really. Not on "7th Heaven."
These kids, with an age range that

spans infancy to adulthood (college age),
do battle with suburban-afflictions-of-the-
week, in doses so minimal and so poorly
dealt with that it made me laugh and vomit

at the same time. The program has been
praised in its mission to tackle every problem
facing good parents with bad kids. Give me a
fucking break. Anyone who sits down and
watches this show without taking every situa-
tion with a canister of salt is an idiot. Though
that particular advice holds true for every tele-

vision show, "7 th Heaven" pushes itself as a
pioneer in the genre of family drama realism.
What a travesty. Shows like this are destroying
television. In fact, I think that it's the WB net-
work that is destroying television.

Yeah, that's it. Ever since "Dawson's
Creek" came out in 1998, the viewer public has

been bombarded with an assortment of mind-
less teen dramas. Does anyone else remember
when the WB network featured quality shows,
those half hour sitcoms like "Unhappily Ever
After?" The ones with no class and no shame?
How did every single primetime TV show come
to be replaced by pretentious white kids in
cheesy settings at a time when teenyboppers are
also taking over the radio (via the Backstreet
Boys and other such offenses against music),
the movies (a la Jennifer Love Hewitt and
Freddie Prinze Junior), and my sanity? Why do
I have to see the idiots on "Felecity," and the
coming attractions of "Popular" while I'm try-
ing to catch up on my election updates for the
day? To me, the answer is clear.

It's all part of a prophecy that will only
be fulfilled when the most unintelligent among
us are inadvertently bestowed of full control of
the earth, instead of just the entertainment
industry. Influenced heavily by Satan and his
cronies, you can bet your ass that judgement
day will soon be upon us. And what will the
human race draw upon for testimony in this
time of judgement? Stacks of videotapes fea-
turing our accomplishments in teen angst and
parental insanity? The gavel is going to come
down, and we'll all be damned for eternity. I'm
pretty sure you can read about it in Revelations
4:20.

One last thing. I made it a point to turn

on "7 th Heaven" today. Guess which two pop-
ular personalities of Hollywood made guest
appearances on yet another "very special
episode?" None other than those tykes of "Full
House," the Olsen twins. Heed my words. This
disgrace, this assimilation of lousy entertain-
ment that is infecting every form of media; it
has to stop. Before it's too late.

<<<< Electoral College from pg3

not.

seemed like he and his party woul
its design. If Bush were in a simila
would probably have the same stan
Democratic opponent - but the fact
his support comes from smaller stat
mitigated any of his rhetoric. In lig
take a non-partisan look at the Ele
and why it a necessary part of c
choose our Commander-in-Chief.

The Electoral College was
protect the interests of states.
When our Constitution was being
flicts arose between those who
where more power should be vestec
al or state government. Smaller sts
cerned that their interests would 1
deference to those of larger states.
lingers on even till today - but
College was part of a compromise.
be an election for a national presid
would have a certain number of del
resent them to decide whom th
would be. And we have seen the fri
temrn in our most recent election.

As a result of the Electoral (
er states like Iowa and Wisconsin
key factors in this election. Both prf
didates visited Cedar Rapids and
iUWda on nlItlUUmerous occasions, IUromL uitI ULt

beginning of this year, till the final days of the
campaign. Mind you, Iowa only has seven elec-
toral votes, and yet I would argue that both Bush
and Gore have visited this state almost, if not as
much as they have New York. The people of Iowa
have legitimate concerns, many dealing with the
agriculture and dairy industries - which the voters

Congress. And if a popular vote were the ultimate
factor in deciding who our nation's president
would be, then we would have a much greater
amount of influence over the presidential cam-
paigns. Their philosophy would be, the more
votes, the better. This strategy may help us as
New Yorkers, but will hurt us as Americans. Let

wnat me uemocrats are saying now. Your vote
does matter, and the Electoral College is no obsta-
cle towards the expression of your political beliefs.
It enhances our democracy, and serves as an 'affir-
mative action' for smaller states. This, I think we
all can safely agree, is one form of affirmative
action we need.
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As the baby boomers retire and collect
social security, more funding than available is
going to be required to sponsor the program.
There will be an associated increase in govern-
ment funded health care as well. It looks like the
money that was supposed to be set aside for social
security is going to be spent as it comes in, so
when a large segment of our population retires
what options are politicians going to be left with?

I see a couple of basic approaches to deal-
ing with this problem: increase taxes on those
working, limit the amount of money paid to
retirees, increase the size of the economy to sup-
port the extra load of the baby boomers, or
through inflation devalue the dollar. The solution
will probably include all three approaches, but
will be rather divisive and involve issues of class,
social contracts and race. This may be an issue
that is caustic enough to increase voter turnout.

The most politically likely solution is to
increase taxes on workers to a
port the baby boomers. That
working. Younger people do
the belief that they are paying
they do not receive benefits
adults believe that they are be
as a result, politicians ignore tI

The opposite of increa
the benefits paid to retirees. S
be to limit the benefits to thos
certain amount of wealth, or to
taxes on benefits and other
option would be raising the ag
so that most people would die
eligible for benefits. Older pe
the system their whole lives,
off for their sacrifices would oF

These first two appr
to deal with a social contract
the Great Depression. Basicall
the young would support the
the promise that eventually ti
supported when they aged. Both approaches
involve a question of equity. Neither is fair to the
other party, and there is a strong possibility that a
combination of both approaches will be the
answer to the problem that politicians implement.
So both the old and the young middle and lower
class will end up getting screwed.

There are other alternatives to an orgy of
broken promises and diminished living standards.
The first involves making the economic pie bigger,
so there's enough to go around. That sounds sim-
ple enough, but pragmatically it would involve
massive immigration, and to require multination-
al corporations to start paying their third world
employees something resembling a decent wage.

That's the answer, here is how I think it
would work. When the baby boomers retire, there
will be a shortage of employees paying taxes to
support them. There will be a need for more peo-
ple working and paying taxes in order to pay for
the retirees. Two things are needed more jobs, and
more people. In the past when the United States
needed more workers it opened its door to immi-
grants.

These immigrants would be used to pro-
vide services to developed, and under developed
countries. There would be a need for workers
with language skills other than English.
Broadening the tax base by adding workers would
increase tax revenues without increasing taxes to
an unfair level.

New markets would have to be devel-
oped to support the increase of workers in the
United States. The goal is to create a global mid-
dle class that would produce and consume larger
amounts of goods. Multinational companies are
in a position to create a new group of consumers

Social Security ShortfallI
by paying just a dollar or two
per hour in countries with very
low wages.

That would produce
savings, and increased con-
sumption. Savings would allow
the formation of capital in new
parts of the world, and increase
the amount of trade. The global
economy would improve, along
with the United States economy.
The amount of trade or
exchange of goods and services
in the world is related to the
amount of wealth in the world.
Trade leads to wealth, so to
increase the wealth of the
United States increased trade is
needed.

Let's say the United
DLates Lltecies to create a mL•eU d ILUUIt

class in under developed countries througi
increase in the wages paid. More goods and
vices would be produced and sold by the Ur
States. The workers in the United States are
productive already, and there is a finite limit t<
amount of work that can be done by a fixed u
ber of people.

Immigration would provide additi
workers to fulfill a need that was created ir
tionally. The United States would accumi
more wealth through trade and the total nur
of workers and taxpavers would increase.

of the population. Those funds are in the form of
loans, which must be repaid at the expense of
social spending.

The United States government's control
of foreign country politics and economies should
be ended. The loans given to developing coun-
tries should be suspended until those countries
have the ability to pay them off without sacrificing
their social programs. Creating a middle class
would also lessen the need for expensive military
police states. Police states are needed to protect
the United States interests, and the small group of
wealthy people who run underdeveloped coun-
tries.

That's enough about the why of what to
do. The how is more important to the success of
this idea. Government should play a role in this
by giving tax breaks on the wages paid to workers
in underdeveloped countries. Private enterprise
will be more effective than direct government
spending in improving foreign countries.

Another way to ease the burden of the
retirement of the baby boomers is to allow them to
work and receive social security and health care.
Given the choice many people would prefer to
work and it would be a shame to lose the experi-
ence of older workers. Perhaps the experience of
baby boomers could be shared with developing
countries by offering compensation for joining the
Peace Corps.

Globalization without exploitation is
needed for the United States economy to grow
enough to support the large number of people
about to retire. If no effort is made to increase the
size of the economy, then when the baby boomers
retire the economy will shrink while at the same
time the expenses the economy supports will be

inrougn our iustory me amouui ui LciapiLta ia
generally increased as commerce has increased.
The declines have come when there was a loss of
faith in the intrinsic worth of labor as measured by
the tangible goods or services received in
exchange for labor.

Capital is not money, gold, or a physical
thing. Capital is the labor of people. The labor of
people creates something, which is desired by
other people, as a reward to the laborer. There are
many rewards to laborers in exchange for their
labor. The most common example is money,
which serves a median of exchange to reward
other laborers for their labor.

Rewarding workers in developing coun-
tries will allow those laborers to in turn to partici-
pate in the cycle of commerce that leads to capital
accumulation and the creation of wealth. Wealth
is not static, so their increase will not cause a
decrease for the United States. If we do not
include more people in the commerce cycle, then
the value of labor as measured by money will
decrease. The number of workers and amount of
labor will decrease, while the number of people
seeking to receive compensation from the govern-
ment for labor in the past will increase.

People spend time and money planning
for their retirement, but ignore the role that the
government plays in those plans. The govern-
ment is not planning how to handle the social
security shortfall and explosion in medical
expenses. We have a government that is short
sighted, and responds to crisis situations at the last
minute instead of deliberately planning and exe-
cuting solutions. Problems in the future are
ignored, since the current politicians are only
interested in immediate issues and lack vision
about the future.
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Fuzzv Math?
By F.L. Livingston, Top-Ranked Election '00 Anaylist ... .. , ......

As Democrats and Republicans duke it
out over the recount in Florida, several Palm
Beach residents are seeking a total "revote" in
their county. This raises a number of questions.
Here' are some that have been running
through my head:

1) Is Palm Beach entitled to a revote? I
say, "Yes." What other fair solution can there be?
Over 3,000 votes, there, intended for Gore went to
Buchanan! (Preposterous in such a heavily
Democratic area! Even Buchanan thinks so!)
Another 19,000 votes were thrown out because
people, futilely, tried to correct their error. All
because of the "butterfly ballot" with its
misleading format.

But it doesn't end there. Other registered
voters were turned away because their names
were not listed and the officials "ran out of" paper
ballots. (What do we say to that? "Oops?") Many
blacks have complained that they were prevented
from voting because of a police blockade near
their polling place. And some voters arrived at
their polling place only to find that it had been
demolished!

Do the math. No "fuzziness" here.
Clearly, over 21,000 American citizens were effec-
tively disenfranchised!

2) Can we allow people to "correct" their
vote? Many Florida officials, both Democrat and
Republican, retort arrogantly, "No. You had your
chance."

But Florida state law says, "Yes." In fact,
a voter can ask a poll worker for a new ballot on
the spot if he/she has made an error. Yet, a num-
ber of disgruntled voters in Florida charge that
they were refused a second ballot. And read #1
again - some people were denied the chance to
vote at all.

3) About that police blockade -

authorities claim it was a "routine check." And:::
that the officer who arranged it '"didnt :know"
there was a polling place nearby.:Maybe so.
But why carry out such a check obn Election '

Day? If we want as many people as possible to
go to the polls, why create unnecessary hassles.?.

4) Why all the fuss about the timing of
the complaints? It's not an issue " ofi bureaucracyj
and "red tape." It's a matter of basic voting.....
rights. : .:: . . ..

Besides, it's obvious that Palm Beach :
election officials approached :: vembber •th
with concerns about the. ballot. At one pboit, p "
they sent a memo to poll workers there that was
"as confusing.as the ballot itself: 'ATTENTION
POLL WORKERS. Please remind aill voters com-
ing in that they are only to vote only for one (1)
presidential candidate and that they are to punch•
the hole next to the arrow next to the number next
to the candidate that they wish to vote fo.'
(Brune, Tom, "Palm Beach Story." Newsday. VoL
61. No. 69.11 /10/00. P. A4.) Huh? ....

5) Why do so many people act as if this is
merely a matter of who wins or loses? The situa-
tion has gone so beyond that.

True, I cast my ballot for
Gore/Lieberman. So perhaps, you suspect my
viewpoint is biased. But I'm for the revote,
regardless of who "gets" the White House.

Oh yes, I am. Because this is no longer
about Gore versus Bush, or the Democrats versus
the Republicans. It's about one of our most pre-
cious rights - the right to vote. And the right to
have that vote count. In short, it's about protect-
ing the democratic process, itself.

Never mind what allegedly happened in
1996 ( or 1960, or whenever), two (or more)

"wrongs" emphatically, don't make a "right." As
my husband says, "They only prove that some-

6) Will a revote further delay the selec-
tion of the new president? Probably. Does it mat-
vter? I don't think so. We've got till January 20,
2001, to change presidents. (So, peace out, Guy
Dubya!)

an7) One last question: Why all the whining
about the logistics of a revote? Sure, there will be
a few problems to resolve first. Like whether or
not to allow campaigning to resume there. And
whether or not to restrict the event to those who
voted on Election Day. These details can be
worked out. The unfair loss of the right to vote
cannot.

Okay, I know. "Life isn't fair." But people
are supposed to make it as fair as possible.
(Remember "Justice" and its balanced scales?)
Especially at election time.

Still, the courts may say "No" to the
revote. Due to "logistics." And "precedent set-
ting." Hopefully, "democracy" won't get lost in
the process.

buy jones soda and you will
get into heaven

I promise :)

run wit the little guy and buy it @:
Bagels-n-PAhole lot more, Green Cactus, Village Deli,
SB 6arden Grill, Te'aco, Borders BooKs, Pro Portions
Cinema Cafe', Strawberry Feilds, Soups On!
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Sl-rifi'tinn Tnt An A1nnIlnro-v
By Briankate, Transg<

I've been taking a lo
because a lot of things I've said
completely out of context. I may
blunders, but I am not the villair
trying to make me out to be. Th
gy. I am writing this to set thir
and for all regarding what I'm ab
ing to say and do. So this is a cl
apology.

I would never intention
as gay or transgendered in my w
last thing I would ever do, sir
"outed." When I talked about a
shake up the LGBTA (Lesbian/
Transgendered Alliance) on g
meant a friend who's connected
I don't want to "out" him. I v
name names, so here I stand ac
"out" someone else. Which is fu
thought you could do that
anonymity.

I never said, "there are
men or women (or women born
women)." I'm not trying to fc
anything they don't want to be.
men and women in my world. I
women as "sociological construc
ing up;" I'm not out to destroy p
men or women. What I do think
is the tyranny demanding that -
or the other, with no room for a
being or even for any ambig
express our genders. I try to res
to self-define, their need for spa
privacy and right to not have
sumptions about them. I try not
or make assumptions if I can he

However, your right t
ends where mine begins. I'r
accused of denying someone her right to be a
woman in the same breath she tells me I'm a
wishy-washy fence sitter who can't commit
because I won't identify as a man or a woman. I'm
not trying to be "politically correct" by saying I'm
a not-man-not-woman. That's how I identify. I
don't feel like a man or a woman, I don't think I
ever have, and I don't know if I ever will. I am
multi-gendered; I'm many genders at once. Just as
there are men and women, there are other ways to
identify. That's my business, no one else's. Just as
nobody has to answer to me for being a man, a
woman, or however they identify, I don't have to
answer to anvone for how I identify.

Regarding the "Dos and Don'ts lisl
want to make it clear I'm not a transgendered
Laura, telling everyone how to live. The tf
about "don't tell us 'I'll deal with it'" was taken
of context. What I meant was "Don't tell us 'I
deal with it/live with it...but I won't support
and you have to stay in the closet or lose my lo
Maybe I didn't type that part up right, maybe <
ing changed it. The point is, I didn't mean, "d
deal with these issues." Why would I, of all
ple, say, "don't deal with your issues," whe
with yourself, or with others? Tolerance
Acceptance are two different things. "Tolera
means "I can't stand this person, but I'm not g(
be nasty to them, I'll just pretend they don't ex
while "Acceptance" means "I respect and emb
you as a fellow person, regardless of how we
agree." I'm trying to encourage acceptance, ra
than just "tolerance."
I want to help cause understanding amongI
ple, which won't happen until people deal'
their issues, their prejudices, and their r
regardless of however they identify. Who
said, "society needs to deal with this" is righ
should be clear from what I've said all along tl
do want people to learn to accept one anothe

If you don't agree with me, then tell me,
intelligently and compassionately. Don't just slam
me. Give me constructive criticism, positive ideas,
how I might do things better. Show me whatever
you think is wrong, you may be right.

I'd never say there's a "schism between
normal, homogenized American society and gen-
der questioning" people. I'd never say everyone
in "mainstream American society" thinks exactly
the same, any more than I'd ever say that every-
body who doesn't identify as "man-born-man "or
"woman-born-woman" is 100% alike. I don't feel
people who identify as other than:, "man-born-
man" or "woman-born-woman" are any more oro

i take issue withi
it in" with every-
O:n gender. Why

down?
I'm trying to understand peoples' pain, to

keep in mind that those who attack us do so
because they are in pain and need kindness as
well. I'm not trying to force anyone to fit any pre-
conceived "mold" of what I want them to be, I'm
not trying to force anyone "out of the closet" and I
won't descend to attacking people personally, but
I must make myself clear. I do not wish to make
enemies; I regret if I have done so. I want to help
people come together at this school, and I invite as
many people and organizations at this school as
possible to help me in this, but I won't give up my
right to say what I think and feel.

My email is DarkKate@yahoo.com and
my site "Welcome To Kate's World" is at

.w.ww.angelfire.com/ny/BrianKate/

der commu.ty.. .ve
heard 0"either you'e
born-woman .. or a wo:
born-men, no tw wy
it," and even, "tone ye.
down-we're suppiose
disappear," which just i
ates the whole demgan
"you have to fit in." I
give up my right to not
to be either, just becaus
unpopular. I won't "go
in the closet." I also N
play into the "we say v
normal" game, espe<
since I don't believe ther
such thing as "normal," e
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Feel the Passion

4/6/98

Some people ride bikes.
I ride the tiger.
I can't stop.
My soul's on fire.
Some hearts pump blood.
Mine pumps desire.

Take dedication for what it's worth.
I work hard,
But I can work harder.
Success in life is rebirth.
Constantly improving from today to tomorrow.
Though, at times, thoughts echo
As though I was hollow.

I can lead and also follow.
Always wanting my own.
Never like to borrow.

Creative, original, powerful like the Pharaoh.

I've seen adversity; felt extreme sorrow
Not knowing if Ill eat tomorrow.

Quick, attentive, soar like the sparrow.

Nothing holds me down!
I proved it at the Apollo.

-Jermaine LaMont

Gods Painters inkwash by Danielle Goodwin

Tell me a story of loves not meant to be
S . Aphoto by Isaac Pflau

Ol pdassionlU IIU Uire

and loneliness enforced by fate.
I will write you a poem of Lisa, and Cindy,

,and even of Valerie.

I know of blonde hair and blue eyes
of brown hair, dark eyes and slightly tanned
skin,
darkness is only the absence of heaven.

Tell me a story of empty rooms and closed
doors
of roses crumbling in the wind.
Tell me a story of poet-warriors
who speak like Pericles and love like Romeo.

Grant me the colours of the spectrum,
hues of light and moon,
reds and yellows, purple, burgundy and blue
And I will find the muse of God's painters.

That is the material of poetry.
The foundation, the essence, the strength.
Tell me a story of loves not yet loved
and I will tear down Jericho
and build it taller than before.

-Christopher Gennari

mI



someone showed loyalty to me today
and I thought of you.
I thought of lavender sachet paper
and green pillow cases
early Friday mornings and dying fish
slamming the snooze button that morning
because there were always five more minutes.

someone hugged me today

mories

ret.

s late at night "
XOmS

Sunday
voice again
there was always

nore word.

someone pleaded
with me today
md I thought of you.
hought of big
jackets
stretched arms
beds

glory
>x that dawn

)rt.

lay

-urity.

someone meant something to me today
and I thought of you.
I thought of two dinosaurs
and a Chinese dragon
epiphanies and purpose
remembering why I love you today
because there is always one more smile.

someone forgave me today
and I thought of you.
I thought of icng drives
and George Michael
laughter and the future
loving you no matter what tomorrow
because there is always one more reason.

always one more
-Hilary Vidair
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UNTITLED

I WASTE MY TIME, THINKING OF
LINES

To IMPRESS A COIN MADE OF
SILVER-

BACKED GORILLAS EATING

BANANA

BOATS SAILING

A NEW CAR FOR HALF PRICE

Is RIGHT AT THE NEXT CORNER
ME IN A TIGHT SITUATION

COMEDY OF ERRORS THE PLAYER

MADE

COOKIES EATEN BY CHILDREN

WHO DON'T

KNOW HOW TO BAKE BREAD AND
WHINE

HOW THEY CAN'T HAVE A QUAR-
TER FOR THE

GUMBALL MACHINE

MAKING OUR CAR DRIVEN

BY A MOTIVE

photos by Isaac Pflaum



Scripted ManipuCation
Around and around through our rat race existence

We sel our days for fear and stagnation
Whie the secrets of life run from -er as if e could-
n't even breathe
They wake in the morning and stare in disbelief
There's a sign on the wall
"fo 'End in Sight"
-qierosis

-Craig Schlanger

untitCed
The forgetfuC nature of my mindglefr Jug r rJr e
('as removea me so arjrom reatny
'Thatr have no conception who q am
q Cost myself somewhere around here

d cfon't even know what is missing
Trom- my knowledge of myseTf is very (imited
2 do not know where to start:
Who the hellam q
q woke uy this morning with dyed hair
gAnd a bearcd
Why?
Can't think
Can't feel
my mind forgets-
' wonder
"cAm h hapyy"
Don't know,
Can't remember
What itfeeCs l~ke
who are my friends? Do q have any?

TForget? q have teleyhone numbers.
Why? Do q care? Why should ?
I don't, q think
q should illmyself, Do want to
Wemembermer photo#
Sometring Ie have to live for

-anonymous

untiitfed
9A thin layer of sweat on my face is
Evaporated by a soft, cooc breeze
genty ypushing its way
Through the canopy of Tall-6rowning leaves,
Like a crowded city street
Parts for anyone,
anyone

-DanieC'2vaksym

by Isaac Pflaim
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untitled

The water was panes of flowing glass

Reflecting the evening sky

Alive with porcelain swans

Their eyes buried in black feathers

A man and a boy walk along the pond rim

A man and a boy walk beneath seagulls

5y geese

all honking

boasting

Pighting

The- foul the air

-anonymous

photo by Isaac Pflaum

Untitled

being familiar with someone

Means never having to say their

Name

-Daniel Maksym

untitled

December walk, through silent gaze

The shoelace ties, the blanket frays

Trapped within an endless maze

Created b! !our crashing waves

-Daniel Maksym

photo by Hilary Vidair



Testing: 1,2,3

A Statement in Haiku -
The anathema

of a true education:
the standardized test.

And in Rhyming Couplets (Sort of) -
Curse the school that grades the test

and forgets about all the rest,
that pressures students to learn names and dates

with no time left to think or create,
or prompts you to dream, ponder, and more,

but -- in the end -- reduces you to one test score.

If they squelch the kids with vision and verve,
may they get the "plastic" that they deserve.

And in Free Verse -
You hope,
you pray,

you worry,
you cram,

you practice dozens of questions, trusting
that they are

sufficiently similar
to the ones on
the real test

to make all this
time spent
worth more

than just
calming your nerves,

though, come to think of it,
that's worth a lot.

Finally, you take the test.

photo by Hilary Vidair You laugh,
you cry...

Huge sigh...
Thank God,

it's over.

-F.L.Livingston

photo by Isaac Pflaum

The Answers To Your Quiz Next Friday

True
False
False
False
False

True

True
True
False
True

#3
#3

#4 OR None Of The Above
#1
#3

John Jay
1974

-Kara



Coca-Cola and IMarlboro Reds is the most wonderful combination of oral sensation ever. Thi
smoke is like liquid mercury spilling over your tounge and the Coke bubbles make 9our whoh
mouth tingle, fnd then you get this aftertaste just chillin' on the back of your tongue like that
It's really amazing; try it sometime. If you're into that sort of thing. I know lots of ,ou out then
are saying, "Ho, cigarettes are bad for you." But you know what? Lots of things are bad for you
Getting hit in the head with a block of Uelueeta is bad for you. Studying until your brain hurts i
bad for you. Louing someone to the point of complete and utter passion-consumption is bad fo
you. Euergone's got a vice, and mine happened to be Coca-Cola and marlboro Reds. fnd it's true
it is kinda like death. Black cola in a red can juxtaposed with that red and white box - cancer i
a tube, augmented by caffeine and hyper-sugar-rush. Rnd death probably leaves that swee
taste in the back of your mouth, as well. That tate of knowing how sinful your life was an
remembering how much you enjoyed it.

-Brianne Thompson
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fnatomy Lesson

I know why breasts
fire called "boobs;"
That's what guys act like when they see a pair.

Illustration by Brian Kate

"You Want Fried With That?"

Walking after midnight.
Car zooms past at warp speed.
Shouts of "Freaks!"
fs they throw
fl uery un(in bold)happy meal at us.
Box of burgers and french fires
Slams into the pavement right in front
of us
"Jesus, that could'ue really hurt us!"
Looks like they wanted us to
"Haue it their way."

-BrianKate

"Hey, you developed so nicely."
Yeah, he doesn't even know
What I look like from the neck up.

He's thumping my melons
Like he's shopping the produce aisle
Like I can just be bought at "Titty-Iart"
Like he can pick me up in the "boychick" aisle
For the price of a cheap feel.

I shoue him away -
"Ya can look for free, but a feel'll cost ya
Two seconds later his hands are back.
flow he's trying to twist my nipples -
"Hey, I don't get 'Radio free Europe' on those

I seize his hands,
Start smacking him around Joan Collins style
"Hey buddy - the 'hands-on' anatomy lesson is
ouer."

-BrianRate
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American Beauty

Skin
Bright White
Tanned in artificial light
Brown Hair
Bleach Burnt Blonde
Skin made tight

-anonymous

Haiku

winter awaits the
sun's blanket
i await yours...
wholey...!

-Joaquin Rivera

Untitled

The most tender
touch,
I languish inside.
The rosepetal velvet,
Your heart resides.

photo by Isaac Pflaum

-Daniel Maksym
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Bloomberg news in the
Prada version of leopard

Rakka I
dope fla
1986

Ima

Jack Powers model was your uauuy an
amihotomot.com astronaut? Because your butt

confirms the flyness is out of this world.

I'm rubber, you'reglue.
Whatever you say bounces
of me; sticks to yout

patron membership
keep the pooch out the chippums

session is ending

Io U

Rus



Are Some Black Pennle Ni ers?
I was at Applebee's the other nig

one of the white guys I was with sta:
explain his views on black people. Of cou
had black friends and roommates that he
problems with, since the issue of race
come up. When blacks had a problem wit.
differences, he thought they were Niggers

That seemed to be a racist, bigote
ment. The word Nigger, as used by him, i
that black people who strongly suppol
own cultural beliefs, and challenge white
about racial issues, are at fault and deserv
hated. This line of thinking is not unc<
among non-black people.

I'm not black, but I think that bla
ple make a choice about how to relate to
who are not black. Racial issues can be ij
or confronted. Either way, there is a stron
ability that social interactions will hav<
made with people who are prejudiced an
realize it, or are outright racists, or somewv
between.

Race issues are pervasive in our
Dark skinned, nappy haired black peo
rarely depicted favorably on television. T
pointed out to me, since I'm willing to
racial issues without becoming overly r
ate, and I try to keep an open mind. The point is
that there are subtle racial stereotyping messages
in our society.

Bigotry is passed down through the rais-
ing of children. It may occur unintentionally or
deliberately, but prejudices about other groups
are values that are part of child raising. A choice
is made by parents to be positive, negative, or to
ignore the significance of differences in culture
and appearance. Peers, education, and media
also play a part.

Prejudice impacts the ability of minori-

access to advancement within society. These are
the people who end up on the board of directors,
and serve as elected officials. There are few
minorities amongst them.

A solution to this would be to take about
ten percent of the wealth of those with assets of
more than twenty million dollars and split it
between a hundred minority people. That would
serve as a beginning of the formation of a minor-
ity upper class. The money should come fromr
rich white people and corporations so that work-
ing people don't have to sacrifice anymore of

their earnings to the rich.
Minorities would also benefi

presence in the government that refii
proportionof the population that they
Currently, voting districts are arrange
black areas get to elect representatives.
way to elect officials would be to end ti
take all system of elections, and switch
te where parties getnominate a list
dates and the proportion of the vote
part••y receives determines how nmany o

tures would serve as a swing vote, ana me
impact of minorities on legislation would be
greater than it is today. Blacks and other minori-
ties should have an impact on how this country is
run, not just the choice between two whites.

Many whites get resentful when minori-
ties stand up for themselves. I think this is
because some whites need to feel superior to
blacks. America isn't always totally fair, and
most people don't want to lose what power they
have, even if it means that another group will
suffer as a result.

Bpca IIs Of Fa.We Arm ru
Rv Tsaar Pflanmi .Sonnir Pnlice Liasnn

A few weeks ago I was pulled over on
South Loop Rd. by a campus Deputy. I knew I had
been going too fast. I was late for a class and I
wasn't thinking. As soon as I saw the lights in my
rear view mirror, I pulled over, turned off my car,
turned on my hazard lights and remained seated
looking into the left side mirror at the glaring
headlights and vague silhouette of the police car.
I sat completely still and smoked a cigarette.

When he finally did step out of his car,
the headlights made it impossible for me to see
the deputy's face. He was an outline with a flash-
light in his hand. He walked towards my door
slowly and as he came near his free hand slipped
to a bump on his waist. I couldn't see his gun at
first because he stood behind me and shined his
flashlight into the car. I didn't see the gun until he
turned to look up the street. He spoke to me very
politely and I showed him my license and regis-
tration without any trouble. I had been going 55
in a 30 zone. He asked me a few questions. I said
"yes sir...yes sir...yes sir..." he told me to slow
down, and he let me go.

I am not afraid of the campus police. I am
not afraid that they will hurt or kill me. Campus
police are very well trained, and must pass a use-
of-force test every year. In the following state-
ments I am at no point questioning the character
of any member of the campus police department.

There are many people who fear police
because many police have contributed to a
national history of abuse. There is no history of.
abuse at Stony Brook and so there is no reason to
fear that campus police will hurt or kill anyone.

Three years ago in 1998, New York

Governor, George Pataki depu
peace officers who until had
unarmed. Since then, there has
change in the campus crime
explanation for this lack of char
bly low rate Stony Brook had b
Another is the massive improv(
blue phones, and campus patro
versial and less investigated e:
the campus police departmer
crime reporting and classificatio
age of safety to prospective stud
murders occurred in very rer
under extraordinary circumstar
police discovered the victims
dead.

Guns are very unlikely
ence in the prevention of seriot
pus. Most of the time the police
crime has been committed. The
rity of residence halls, the incre
blue phones, and the heighte
been successful in reducing crin

Many, including Pol
would argue that the police n<
because there is no way to predi
essary. "Today might be that da
of that killer or rapist lurking ii
a bed or in the bathroom. My
mock their fear but to show 1
these fears are. Stony Brook is
compared to the place these fea
live in fear of things that may hi
fear of their community. Becaus
their protectors.

l'ALt'f7E I 1

By Tim Connors, Official Rac
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PultOutaEThe 

Vietn 
am on IDnim

By, Tim Connors, War On Drugs Correspondant

In the United States, war allows the gov-
ernment to suspend the constitutional rights of
people, and to kill the enemy and destroy proper-
ty. In Vietnam there was a gradual escalation of
the amount of force used to prevent the spread of
communism. The United States wanted to sabo-
tage Vietnam's right to self-determination.

The war on drugs is based on the denial
of people's right of self-determination,. The
amount of force and infringement on rights has
increased gradually, and if this trend continues
the end result will be a big brother authoritarian
police state. As the war continues without victo-
ry will the use of force escalate to the point of exe-
cuting drug users, mandatory drug tests for
everyone, military intervention in countries that
produce drugs? How many injustices will be
committed to uphold the anti drug moral value
decision that lacks compassion and praacality?

Drug users risk death in the pursuit of aa
high. There is no punishment worse than a life of
drug use. Drugs are available in prisons, and in
effect jails serve as expenive shelters for drug

b* -11Cf - t 
:

.**:* * : 
:

determined per-
son will get them,
or substitute a dif-
ferent drug, using
whatever they can
get.

The ille-
gality makes it a
taboo to be broken
by youths. On the
other hand legaliz-
ing will make
them available,
but they will still
be a taboo that is
broken by youths.
Regardless of
what decision is
made, there will be
new generations
of addicts.

There is
no way to stop
•,•,, ln I:,,n- ,-,r, -,-,,,

This is a w
that can look like ar
office. It is equal o]
criminate based on
orientation, disabili
No one starts out
become addicts. I
seemed unimaginab

Some peo
approaches normal,
risks are taken that
quences are health
insanity, or death.
numbed pain, or an

Society has
foe. There is a need
from the fiends. Bu
into submission. Ni
.the traffic in chemic,

The naive
hope to break the
experiment without

moods and thoughts. People would bang their
head against a rock to change how they felt if that
was the only means available. Hunting people

idown, and thelocking them away is notgoing to

still lie, cheat, borrow, and steal, to get the money
for the drugs. Only the pain of waiting for the
cope man to show up will be gone.

The fiend will use until they die, or they
quit. Family, friends, and society can only wait to
see which happens first. The question is what to
do with drug fiends while they are using? And
do the fiends have the right to abuse drugs even
though they always hurt someone?

The fiend's life and thinking centers on
drugs, getting them and finding the means to get
more. The most damage done to society is in the
pursuit of the means to get more. As r,1-g as those
means are available the getting is a matte:. of time.

Some think that asking the fiend to leave
society in exchange for drugs maybe a way to
limit the amount of damage done to society. Sort
of a hospice for the chronically ill. Attempts to
treat the fiend could be made, and might even
work a smal percentage of the time.

It would be like a voluntary prison, just
much less expensive. The amount of law enforce-
ment efforts to apprehend drug users would be
reduced. Society would be a safer place to be
without irrational drug users, and their need to
get more drugs. Drug pushers would still be a
problem.

The pusher doesn't have to look too hard
to find a new customer. Legalizing drugs would
make the government the pusher. People not
realizing what they are getting into would still
use, regardless of where they got it.

Getting drugs now is inconvenient, but a

and other drugs would not be a change from what
is currently happening. Fiends will fake intense
pain for painkillers, which are narcotic. What
would change is that doctors would be able to
give out drugs without the lies of what they are
being used for.

The drugs wouldn't be cut with garbage,
and a professional would measure the strength
and dose. That would cut down on the number of
overdoses. There would also be less spread of
diseases, since sterile needles could be distrib-
uted. If the drugs were given at no cost drug
dealers would go out of business, but addicts
would still sell off part of their stash to get money
to live on.

Marijuana carries the same health effects
as smoking cigarettes. Neither is good for your
health. Cigarettes are far more addictive, and kill
many more people than weed does. Legalizing
pot would mean that more people would die of
causes associated with the inhalation of smoke.

Pot and alcohol both have effects on
mood, clarity of thought, and motor coordination.
Alcohol is more addictive than pot, but both can
make peoples lives unmanageable. Pot was made
illegal because its use was associated with minori-
ties, violence, and madness. There is a theory that
marijuana is a gateway drug to harder drugs. My
response is that the pot isn't what leads to other
drugs, rather the adoption of a set of values that
rationalize and glorify the disregard of the law
and acceptance of risks associated with interac-
tion with drug dealers.

Regardless of legalization the problem of
erson addicted to narcotics would persist.
ig limits on personal freedom will not solve
•oblem. Those in the grips of addiction will
e laws, and the law-abiding citizens will be

pay the bill for a futile effort to enforce
laws.

There is little that can be done to control
ts. Treatment programs are not terribly
ive, and twelve step programs rely on a
0 to stop using drugs. The desire to stop

drugs comes when the pain of using
.es great enough. The desire to stop is not

thing that can be forced upon an addict,
s we followed China's example of exehuting
users and pushers. I don't know much
China, but I'd bet that there are drug users
now.

The current approach of the United
towards drug abuse goes against the pr

cipies o noierty and pursuit of nappiness. Lluerty
is the right to live unconstrained, free, and with a
certain degree of autonomy. Reducing the rights
of drug users and imprisoning them is not justi-
fied when there only crime is to pursue happiness
by consuming a substance that alters their emo-
tional and physical experience of reality.

The use of drugs should not be a crime,
but society should protect itself from people dri-
ven by the need to use drugs. When the use of
drugs prevents addicts from participating in soci-
ety the streets are their refuges now. The vagrant
drug addict should be offered a place off the
streets to finish their course of self-destruction.

People should have the right to drop out
of society. Society should provide for the sick and
suffering addict that drops out of conventional
life. A simple but dignified place to live out the
hell of drug use.

In a free society the right to make the
wrong choices in life is essential. It is painful to
know that people will make the choice to use
drugs because they want chemical pleasure at the
cost of their mental, physical, and emotional well
being. Police forces and jails cannot conquer self-
determination.

Minimizing the damage to society as a
result of the phenomenon of drug use is the way
to go. It is also compassionate in that help can be
offered to addicts, rather than punishment. Drug
addiction should be treated as a medical problem
rather a moral failing that can be eradicated
through force.
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and sing Beatle songs.
Rewind: I remember when the Beatles

first came to America in 1964, and Ed Sullivan
introduced them on his show. Like most American
teenagers, I quickly learned to love their music.
Their songs echoed the simple ideas of love that I
had at age 14. "I wanna hold your hand, She says
,she loves you/And you know that can't be bad,"
With an innocent expression of romantic yearning
and a youthful faith in the beauty of love, their
lyrics captured the essence of my early adolescent
dreams. The feelings that I would have liked some
teenage boy to have for me. The totally pure and
gentle relationship I so wanted and totally
believed possible. I heard it all reverberating
through their music.

Or thought I did.

changed, and so did they. With the advent of
"Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club Band,"
their music morphed into something more prob-
ing and mysterious. Although still insisting
that "all you need is love." Their themes evolved
with the changing concerns and interests of the
times. They also helped to shape those trends.
(bringing such "exotic" traditions as yoga and
mysticism into pop culture).

John, Paul, George, and Ringo. They rep-
resented something much more than the strains of
their composition or the meaning of their lyrics.
They
personified the era of the '60s, itself. (Just as rap
artists often express the fears and frustrations of
today. Etc.) Easily, the Beatles became "a
legend in their own time."

new wife, Yoko Ono, waxed more political, asking
us to "imagine there's no countries" and to "give
peace a chance." George and Ringo, too, per-
formed for causes. But until Chapman fired that
fatal bullet into Lennon - and through the core of
"the legend" - we continued to hear those
famous "Beatle" voices.

Fast Forward: Back to the present: But
what do the Beatles mean to your generation?
Well, young musicians in "Revolution" cited the
"Liverpool influence" on their work. And Justin
Timberlake of N'Sync lauded the Beatles' songs as
"timeless."

Because every generation has its own
songs to sing, its own ideas to convey. And a few
performers who reach across the varying eras. The
Beatles are of that ilk. So that's what,and
why

NYP
By Isaac Pflaum, Di

On Saturday, Nov. 18 th,
eight members of Stony
Brookis NYPIRG chapter par-
ticipated in an organized
protest against sweatshops at
two locations in NY State,
Almost 200 college students
protested at the Nike Factory
Outlet in WoodBury Commons
and the Palisades Mall. The
nrotest was oreanized bv the
New
Inter
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shop
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the holiday shopping seasol
both sites were packed with
pers. Some people scowled,
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an annual protest.

Ve'll be back!" were
r show than anything else.
; another protest in New York
the 6th of December. This will
a protest against seatshops

eing sponsored by NYPIRG.
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Sten One of A Twelve Sten Pro ram
Bv. Tim Connors, Swami Efreritus

child, spouse, sibling or parent. My father died
and I didn't have to use, but I wanted too.

Do I think that with some amount of clean
time, or with different life circumstances, I'd be
able to control my using?

If I didn't have psychotic breaks when
using I would consider using until it killed me. I
want to enjoy life, and using drugs became painful
mentally and spiritually.

What reservations am I still holding onto?
I question whether lim an addict, and am not
entirely willing to do whatever it takes to stay
clean. Sometimes I think a drink would be OK,
and want one.

Surrender:
There's a huge difference between resig-

nation and surrender. Resignation is what we feel
wheh we've realized weire addicts but haven't yet
accepted recovery as the solution to our problem.
Many of us found ourselves at this point long
before coming too Narcotics Anonymous. We may
have thought that it was our destiny to be addicts,
to live and die in our addiction.

Surrender, on the other hand, is what hap-
pens after weive accepted the first step as some-
thing that is true for us and have accepted that
recovery is the solution. We don't want our lives to
be the way they have been. We don't want to keep
feeling the way we've been feeling. What am I
afraid of about the concept of surrender, if any-

be with me. To use is like committing suicide slow-
ly, and painfully. I believe that recovery begins
when I put down the drugs, and try a different way
of life.

What would my life be like if I surren-
dered completely?

This is a concept that I can't conceive of,
but never having to fight against fate, or God's will
for me would make my life less painful, and I
might experience some kind of serenity.

Can I continue my recovery without com-
plete surrender?

Surrender to recovery is needed for recov-
ery. The question is surrender to what, and recov-
ery from what. Addiction affects me in ways I
don't even realize, so surrender to the idea of
addiction is to surrender to a force which I donit
fully understand, but controls my life. I can spend
the rest of my life finding new things to surrender
too, so complete surrender would be nice, but the
willingness to surrender is more important to
recovery.

Spiritual Principles:
In the first step, we will focus on honesty,

open-mindedness, willingness humility, and
acceptance. The practice of the principle of hon-
esty from the first step starts with admitting the
truth about our addiction, and continues with the
practice of honesty on a daily basis. When we say,
"I am an addict" in a meeting, it may be the first

time. So I am not entirely nonest, out I am able to
communicate with my family.

Practicing the principle of open-minded-
ness found in step one mostly involves being ready
to believe that there might be another way to live
and being willing to try that way. It doesn't matter
that we canit see every detail of what that way
might be, or that it may be totally unlike anything
weive heard about before; what matters is that we
don't limit ourselves or our thinking. Sometimes
we may hear NA members saying things that
sound totally crazy to us, things like "surrender to
win" or suggestions to pray for someone we
resent. We demonstrate open mindedness when
we don't reject these things without having tried
them.

What have I heard in recovery that I have
trouble believing?

Meeting makers don't necessarily make it,
there's a lot of references to being crazy or insane
that I don't feel are appropriate.

Have I asked my sponsor or the person I
heard say it, to explain it to me?

Yes I have.
In what ways am I practicing open mind-

edness?
I can't think of any of the top of my head.

The principle of willingness contained in the first
step can be practiced in a variety of ways.

When we >>>> continued on next pg
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My On ly R f uge Occupied
By Daniel Maksym, Commuterist Party M te
"I'm hip to your jive BROTHA!" is vomit- me. Looking semi-comatose, she entices students t

ed screechingly from the knurled lips of a face Like the "snake oil" salesmen of yore, buy her second-rate products with deals like "Si
spitting sweat from every pore. These are the these money-grubbing bastards take upon the for $5." Trust me folks, there's a reason why the)

words of a middle-aged white man selling bootleg Fireside Lounge like locusts ready to eat our crops. don't test her products on animals- they wouldn'
Hip-Hop CDs in a self-righteous spastic fit to an They have nothing of real interest to offer ANY- be caught dead wearing any of that garbage.
African-American Stony Brook student. ONE and end up doing nothing more than block- Next are the cell phone and credit carc

Sickenedby the site of a 50 year-old white ing a space where someone could sit or creating a guys. These are the real scam artists. The cel
guy trying to sell hard-core'Gangsta rap, I divert ruckus. Beyond that, many of the "services" phone guy tries to sell you a phone that woul
my eyes. Rather than landing upon the usual offered by these salespeople are designed to bring cost $50 in a "real" store for $250 only if you com
sight of a protest of some sort, my eyes retractinto financial ruin to any student that gets trapped in mit to a lifetime contract at $50 a month. And h
their sockets, aghast at what lay before them. their "tractor beam." They are truly a lot to be calls that a deal. The credit card guy is ever

I am a Senior commuter student at Stony despised. Let's go over the usual suspects in a worse. By giving away free phone cards or T
Brook and, through the years have found that the general fashion. shirts'he lures students into the most insidiou,
SB Union is the only place I can go to eat my Okay, we've got the previously mentioned CD trap of their lives. Effectively putting yourself o,
lunch, study, or take a nap without too much dis- dealer. This guy has no shame whatsoever. His a "hunted" list for life by filling out his applica
turbance or discomfort (due to the padded seats). entire collection of goods consists of illegally tions, there is no escape from the clutches of cred
I have become to rely on it- the only bastion of duplicated and printed CD "mixes." First of all, it card debt. Just ask me, I owe close to $5000 o
calm on this soul-crushing campus. Now it is no how can SB condone this? Secondly, why hasn't mine (STUPID, STUPID, STUPID!). All that hass
longer mine.. . this guy been arrested yet? Believe me, I've had and the guy still tries to make you feel like yo

Ever since I began spending my lunches morethan one inclination to callthe FBI.on his ass. owe him something after he gives yoU your gift
and free time in that womb they called the That's not the biggest point that has to be made These are just the people I notice mosi
"Fireside Lounge;," I have noticed that they would though. The real sickening thing about this guy is There are many others doing even more horribl
have bazaars of some type there, once in awhile. his attitude. He'd sell bullets at a mass suicide. things to the students of Stony Brook and th
Let me STRESS "once in awhile." I remember that His dream is to invent a device which fires a administration doesn't care. Look at me-I've gon
these sales would occur possibly once every two grasping arm into the pockets of all students, from complaining about a lack of seats and nois
weeks- not too bad. NOW we have this same sale removing their cash without all the sweet-talk. in the Union and end up defending the rights c
going on every two or three days (so it seems). Also revolting is this guy's sheer blatancy in dis- students on campus. Oh well.
The posters advertising them say "Every rupting the whole Lounge. He brings a boom box Now really, is Stony Brook that hard up that the
Thursday." Maybe that's what they planned on, on which to play samples of his CDs. Apart from have to resort to selling out their students' sittin
but it's certainly not what is happening! I've cer- being extremely loud, it turns my stomach when I space in order to reel in more cash? How muc
tainly witnessed the same group of "salesmen" see him licking his lips, planning what CD toplay could they be making anyhow? Nothing.
present two days in a row! Stick that in your corn- next based on how many sheep it will bring to So, the administration is basically selling their stu

hole Shirley! Basically, the one place I had to slaughter. Gimme a break! Imagine what the dents comfort, health, respect, academic succes
"hide" has been taken over by various salesmen, Campus Police would do if a student brought a and financial security for a pittance. How nice t
interest groups, and fraternities. While the latter stereo to listen to in the Lounge! They'd be arrest- know they care. LISTEN, I want my Lounge bac
two groups can stake some intermittent claim to ed, nodoubt! NOW!! MOVE THE PARASITES ELSEWHERE!
the Lounge, it is the salespeople that really bother And what about the cosmetics lady?

Step Oner- .•
first begin to think about recovery, many of us society as whole? What is that sense? As we get ready to go on to Step Tw
either didn'treally believe it was possible for us or My sense is that I am an unwanted burden weill probably find ourselves wondering if we'•
just didn't understand how it would work, but we on society, my family, and friends,. worked Step One well enough. Are we sure it
go ahead with the first step anyway-and that's our How am I practicing the principle of time to move on? Have we spent as much time
first experience with willingness. humility min connection with this work on the first others may have spent on this step? Have we tru

Taking any action that will help our recov- step? gained an understanding of this step? Many of
ery shows willingness: going to meetings early and I am doing something that I would prefer have found it helpful to write about our undc
staying late, helping set up meetings, getting other not to do, because it is part of the program I have standing of each step as we prepare to move on.
NA members phone numbers and calling them. decided to join. ' How do I know it's time to move on?
Am I willing to follow my sponsor's direction? To practice the principle of acceptance, we I will know it's time to move on when I

Only when it's convenient and corre- must do more than merely admit that we're over this with my sponsor. This is a step that I ha,
sponds to what I already wanted to do. addicts. When we accept our addiction, we feel a to live every day, so I move on but I can't igno

Am I willing to go to meeting regularly? profound inner change that is underscored by a ris- this step.
I am willing to go regularly, but not daily, ing sense of hope. We also begin to feel a sense of What is my understanding of Step One?

Sometimes I like to get extra sleep. peace. We come to terms with our addiction, with I am powerless over my addiction, ai
Am I willing to give recovery my best our recovery, and with the meaning those two real- that my life had become unmanageable. I have

effort? In what ways? ities will come to have in our lives. need for immediate rewards that will change t
I don't know what my best effort is. I will We don't dread a future of meeting atten- way I feel, and that response mechanism causes n

stick with it regardless of what is going on in my dance, sponsor contact, and step work; instead, we life to be more painful after the gratification h
life. begin to see recovery as a precious gift, and the ended.

The principle of humility, so central to the work connected with it as no more trouble than How has my prior knowledge and exp
first step, is expressed most purely in our surren- other routines of life. rience affected my work on this step?
der. Humility is most easily identified as an accep- Have I made peace with the fact that I'm The pain and desperation from drug u
tance of who we truly are-neither worse nor better an addict? and the associated lifestyle gives me the willin
than we believed we were when we were using, No, not entirely. When people argue with ness to consider the twelve-step process as
just human. me that I'm not I sometimes question myself. What alternative. My hope is that it will result in

Do I believe that I'm a monster who has I did with drugs and alcohol went beyond social profound emotional and spiritual change.
poisoned the whole world with my addiction? Do use, and experimentation. We've come to a place where we see t
Ibelieve that my addiction is utterly inconsequen- Have I made peace with the things I'll results of our old way of life and accept thai
tial to the larger society around me? Or some thing have to do to stay dean? new way is called for, but we probably donit y
in between? I'm not willing to give blowjobs to stay see how rich with possibilities the life of recc

I believe that I have worried those around clean or perform any other sexual act, which I do ery is. It may be enough just to have freedc
me, and that I have used up some of the social not find agreeable to my sense of morals. from active addiction right now, but we w
resources that could have helped others. I don't How is acceptance of my disease neces- soon find that the void wehave been filling wi
believe Iam a monster, though I done some social- sary for my continued recovery? drugs or other obsessive and compulsive beha
ly unacceptable things. If I don't accept my disease, then why iors begs to be filled. Working the rest of t

Do I have a sense of my relative impor- bother trying to recover from it. And if addiction is steps will fill that void. Next on our journ
tance within my circle of family and friends? In not a disease then recovery from it is not possible. toward recovery is Step Two.
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Nile: Black Seeds of Vengeance (Relapse
Records)

Nile fucking owns you. They'll fuck up
rou and your crew once a day, all week long and
wice on Sunday. They'll eat your heart muther-
fucker.

At the Drive In: Relationship of Command
(Grand Royal)

Nile are on some other shit. with their
unorthodox composition style. Songs like the title
track and "Defiling the Gates of Ishtar" (don't
mind if I do...) open with unrelenting metal fury
and eventually culminate with hypnotic Egyptian
:hanting. The later tracks' closing moments
wvould not have been out of place in any number
of scenes from Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom.

Nile are at their best when they are piling
up those bottom-heavy riffs on songs like
'Masterbating the Wargod," (brilliant song title)
which may be the best ditty the band has penned
to date.

Though while this record is a definite
winner, there is something to be noted of the track
placement. Black Seeds of Vengeance offers its'
heaviest songs within the first eight tracks, with
the last few being instrumental pieces of
Eygyptian soundscape and the 10 minute doom
opus "To Dream of Ur." The momentum created
by the fury of the earlier tracks is somewhat lost
here. Rearranging the tracks would have been
beneficial to an otherwise killer record.

Regardless, this has been a great few
months for brutal music. Nile are setting a stan-
dard for years to come. And after this they'll kick
your dad's ass too.

Candidates for best song title ever: "Masturbating
the War God" "Libation Unto the Shades who Lurk
in the Shadows of the Temple of Anhur" (are you
out of breathe too?)

Robinson has been on a roll with his most
recent projects. Earlier this year he took Long
Island's own Glassjaw under his wing, churn-
ing out a strong piece of honest and emotional
hardcore.

Now it's time to meet Glassjaw's art
school cousins At the Drive In. Both bands
have a rich underground history prior to their
work with Robinson. Their style of hardcore
calls to mind many of my favorite chaotic acts
of years past, and with rich production behind
them, ATDI are truly ready for success. The pro-

duction and newfound intensity of the band
make a world of difference, as I found their pre-
vious releases somewhat underwhelming.
Relationship of Command is a fun and emo-
tional ride with rock's newest sensation.
Throughout these 11 tracks the evolution as a
band is crystal clear. .Tracks like "Arcarsenal,"
"Pattern Against User" and "Sleepwalk
Capsules" tear right through your ears with
ferocity, but also demonstrate the bands' knack
for channeling their vulnerability.
ATDI's only drawback comes when their artsy
nature gets. the best of them. "Invalid Litter
Dept" seems more like a lecture than a song.
The spoken/shouted alternating vocal
approach only sounds obnoxious.
Don't get me wrong, Relationship of Command
is a solid record that will turn many heads. At
the Drive In have laid the groudwork to become
one of the most important bands in aggressive
music today.

Damaged: Purified in Pain (Rotten Records)

Coming straight outta Australia,
Damaged have been fucking up eardrums for
a few years now with the punk rock meets
grindcore speed assault. This record marks
the addition of former Brutal Trust vocalist

Kevin Sharp to their ranks.
Purified in Pain is a no punches

pulled ass kicker of a record. Sharp's voice
hasn't sounded better in years, and the music
he's chosen to put it to does him much justice.
Damaged are unique because with their light-
ning fast song delivery, they still manage to
deliver sing-a-long anthems that fans of
straight-up punk rock can appreciate, despite
the obvious grindcore influence.

Damaged cook up quite an old school
flavor often bringing to mind early-Napalm
Death, Logical Nonsense, Disassociate, and
Terrorizer (Terrorizer classic "After World
Obliteration" gets the cover treatment here).

"Broken" and "Into Annihilation" will
sound their best with over-doses of caffeine
or your personal stimulant of choice.
Damaged are so precise in their attack thai
most of these songs will be over before you
even catch a solid rhythm.

Go grab a bottle of Ritalin and gel
yourself a copy of Purified in Pain (and
maybe a lawyer). I'm not responsible foi
what happens next.
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I heard the police coming before I could

see the first car pull into the lot. At first I hoped
they were going somewhere else, but they came
straight towards me. I waned to run away. I
turned towards the trees at the back of South P
and wondered if I could even make it before the
cops reached me. I knew I couldn't, it was too
late. More police seemed to appear around me.
Five cars encircled me. I dropped the broken
snow broom from my hand onto the asphalt.
The broom had splintered over the side mirror
of my 83' Buick La Sabre earlier. I traded the
broom for a tire iron after that. It was far more
effective.

I Hepard Thp Policr Conin o

i ne car wasit t gone, anuct was very worrieca
that I would have a hard time explaining just
why I had destroyed my car.

One of the people watching from the
back seat of their car must have called the cops.
It was two in the afternoon when I started with
the side mirrors. When the broom splintered on
the first blow, I started to kick them off. Then I

a page irom my pocKet. It was me yenow pages The tow truck came and hour late and
ad for the towing company I had called. The the driver nervously apologized to the remain-
police looked in disbelief. A few of them origi- ing officer for being late. I cut my knuckle on
nally assumed I was abandoning someone else's some of the glass. It bled profusely. I wrapped it
car that I had stolen and destroyed. They in a towel and kept sweeping. After the truck
checked to see if I owned the car then called the was gone the last officer pulled away. I was off
towing company to see if they were coming. the hook. I had gotten away with it. Whatever

When my story checked out the cop that means.

B Tim Connors 
funn 

I d 
z

Shonnine For A Diagnosis
I I

I take anti-psychotic and anti-depression
medication. Been taking them for four years.
Back then I went to the loony bin, got enrolled in
an experimental program for schizophrenia, and
started taking the pills.

Pills are supposed to help with the hallu-
cinations, but anxiety, restlessness, no joy in life,
suicidal lows, and brief periods of hyper activity
left me unable to cope with life. When the self-
medicating stopped, after a while the paranoia
and hallucinations ended.

I got a second opinion about which med-
ication I should be on. I don't care what defect
the doctors want to label me with. The psychi-
atric labels are nothing more than an opinion
based on a doctor's perceptions about a patient.

Doctor's are supposed to be impartial. I
don't think that the research unit on schizophre-
nia at stony brook university hospital lived up to
their moral obligation to treat my symptoms.
There is no legal statutes dealing with medical
ethics, so theirs was a moral failing of placing
their need for human subjects for experiments
ahead of objective diagnosis.

Dr. Delisi, who runs the study, never
spent more than five minutes talking to me. A
social worker would interview me about my
daily activities, and ask if I was having any symp-
toms. The social worker would insist that I was
schizophrenic, that it was a fact, and said I could-
n't argue with that.

Their diagnosis was based upon my psy-
chotic break, and the hospital notes from that stay
in the psychiatric ward. I had been smoking copi-
ous amounts of pot, and continued to do so for
three years. The paranoia and disordered

thought associated with drug
for my diagnosis.

When I stopped smok
ing the paranoia went away.
that was the emotions I ha
through legal and illegal drug.
ly obvious. The medication d
excessive sleep, or feelings of

I informed Dr. Delis
toms I was having, and st
Psychiatric Emergency room f
vation. After that my visits t
program were increased to
The emotional distress I was
obvious enough for them to b

Their concern for me
any adjustment of my medica
lingered in that state of waitir
sooner that later. The social
complaints as a moral failing
come through self-will.

When my father diec
year I was in too much pain 1
to a doctor that my Aunt Pa
hadn't seen dad's sisters in al
one of my cousins had been
sion. The doctor came highly
I was having one of those br:
tionality while I was still :
father's death.

Hauling my ass out o
traveled out to Garden City
appointment. I was m the waiting room tor a mistic with medication that actually works. un
while, I didn't mind. I chilled on the leather the other hand I still have to hide my illness from
couch, and read The New Yorker. Eventually an employers, landlords, and any new acquain-
Asian Doctor invited me into his office with a tances.
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HiL's

u know all those
things that happen
ng sexual encoun-
rs that we never talk
about out loud? You
know, the ones that
you constantly
come across and

-inge about? My
rounded up the best
it now, in this very
n, all etiquette aside.
or two we could say
ays talks about the
What about before

tnatt what about when all the saliva accumulates by the base ot
the penis and the oral-provider's hand, causing a nasty smell sim-
ilar to the way the nipple of your bottle smelled as a child? Worse,
the "servicer," if you will, must keep bobbing their head up and
down right back into their own gobs of spit. Now, does anyone
ever say that out loud? Not usually. -

Okay, next gross sexual incident. Pubic hair in the mouth.
IALT-v.! - . £ - ^1. .,,% 4.,n. .. *,.-, 1a . .. . 1 . T ... . I±:. '-- -A-- -1v n. ..-.- .- . ,_

t sro ee ng n t e who e world. Doesn t it

just

to gag? Especially when you're not all that familiar with the per-

ike A Pornographic Episode 0 f Full House

son to begin with. Now, there is really no way to avoid this, espe-
cially if this is the first time you are intimate with a person and
there's a jungle down there. So you begin to orally stimulate any-
way, and you get one of those long, nasty, black hairs in your
mouth. What do you do? It's a little hard to spit sometimes, even
more so if you realize the existence of the hair while your mouth
is also full of genitalia. Sucks, huh?

What about ear wax? Eew. That is a surefire sign-what
speaks above will scream below. Have you ever gone to suck on
someone's earlobe and al all you see is this rust-colored, slightly
shiny goo? Not attractive, no matter how hot you are. Unless your
one of those weirdos who will offer to lick it clean, the only thing
you should be giving up in this situation is cu-tips.

Worst case scenario-you have to fart. It could be the best
sex in the world, and god damnit, that good Italian dinner starts
to poke at your large intestine. Then, alas, you must either control
your gassy booty and sacrifice being able to focus on sexual plea-
sure, or you really let loose and tell your partner that they were so
good you couldn't help yourself. Tricky situation-hopefully it
won't be a wet one.

If you're brave enough, write in to Dr. Dog and let me
know the ickiest sexual faux-pas that you can think of (or that you
witnessed, or that you've done...) Our hungry dogs will faithful-
ly be waiting!.. ...... ... ..... .. -...... ...... ...... .......... ... .......... ......... ... ... ... ............ .... .. ... .. ....... ... ...... .... ...... .. ... ....... .. ... .. ....................... .... .... ... ..... .. ... .. .... .. ... ... .... ........ ...... ....... ... ................................ .. ... ...... ... ... . .... ........................................ ..........W :w ....... .. ................ ....... .. .... .. ............. u .... .... U ::::10 S , ... t o ........ ..................... ..... ...................... ....................... ..... .............................................................. ........ .. ........ ... .. .... ....... -1- .................. .... .... .... .. ........... ........ .... .. ... ... .............. ... .. ... .. ...... ...... ..... ... .. .... ... .... ... ............ .... ... ... ... .. .... ... ... .................. ......... .... .. .... ... .. .. ... ... .... ................ .. . ... .. ............... ............. ... .. .. ..... .. .. ... . ......... ... -........... ....... -.... ...... ...... ......... ........ .. ... ..... ..... ... ... ... IF ......................................................... ... .... .... ... .... .. ......................... t . M ...... .... ....... ...... ......... .... .... .. ............ ................... .................... ... ................................ .. .... ... ... ... .. ... .. ........

By Katie Sinnott, Small Animal Curator
How Do You live Yolur Life?

How do you live your life? Do you go
to sleep at night, rocking yourself, crying, hop-
ing that tomorrow wont come? Do you dream
that all of the bull shit and ties that hold you
down, toat you feel pulling you down from the
inside making your stomach feel like its going
through a war being picked and pulled and
thrown inside your hollow torso, are just rip-
ping apart? Do you wake up having t prepare
yourself for battle from society and from your-
self? Do you go through your day in fear of
what dark shadows may come up from behind
you and rup your right in the throat while stab-
bing you deeply in the middle of your back?

Or do you anticipate every waking,
sleeping, alive moment where you can take a
deep breath at any time and feel all the more
alive? Does your life revilve around time and
money and work and politics and the economy
or around that pink and black ticket in your
pocket with the name of the horse that may one
day have to win the race? Does it go around
yourself so much in fact it makes you spin in
circles and force you to see the rest of the world
in a messy ugly blur? Or is it just the opposite
where you arent able to identify yourself?

Do you regret it? Would you do it all
over again? When you take a step back and
look at the entire circle your life spins around
in, no matter what anyone says, its not going to
appear any clearer. You have to close your
eyes. Roll your eyes so far into the back of
your head that you can read your own mind.
Take huge gulps of air that consume your
lungs, relazing you more and more. And just
search. Look into yourself. Who are you?
Black or white? Open or shut? When your
head starts spinnig and you cant hild your

breath in
come to y
and you -
Your hear
throb and
own light
don't be c
And their

Y
ten times
you were,
mind will
and your
laugh, sm
Every loo
and youll
detail. E,
the very e
more and
you want
flutters, y
just have
Your eyes
your in a
don't kno
as it may
all crave i
its all so c

Y
chance. I

tand fale f

hot firey hell you were concieved in and just
before the translucent top of the highest flame
can harm you, youll soar upward and never
return to the heat, sweat, blood and violence of
your underworld ever again. On your flight
home, you can easily push out the memories
that fluster you at the thought and with every

So just keep yourself high, well above
te clouds and allow yourself to soar. Don't
mind tsshe wind, it's what keeps you afloat.
Pay no attention to the cold, it will be a con-
stant reminder that you are alive. Live your
life, what you choose to do with it is your
choice, all I ask is you live it well.
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lu st Who Is that Masked Man?
IoBy Squirrel, Salty Pirate

The Press. Those two enigmatic words speak
volumes, but who are those strange individuals that
make up its rank and file? What powers do they
posses that allow them to do such wondrous things?

Nestled deep in the basement of the
Student Union Building lies a special academy for
gifted youngsters. Herein, each of these unique souls
learns to harness their awesome powers for the bet-
terment of humankind. Unfortunately though,
humanity is not so understanding a species and
often Press students encounter fear, hatred and,
sadly, violence at the hands of the frightened masses.

This article shall serve, hopefully, as a
bridge. A bridge with which we may mend the rift
between Homo Sapiens and Homo Pressuperiour-erec-
tus; between man today, and what he will become
tomorrow.

Russell Heller is a man posed of spectacu-
lar insight and thought. His capacity for reason and
understanding lead him to the Executive Editorship
of The Press (his immense psychic abilities did not
hurt either). As the Earth's most powerful telepath,
Russ can dominate the minds of those near him, read
and alter their thoughts, and generally play mucky-
muck with their minds. Even though he's confined
to a wheelchair, his tremendous mental might can
often overcome any stairs he might encounter.

Chief candidate for Managing Editor,

with the nigh-indestructible material, adamantium;
and they added claws. Royally pissed off Kat
Fulgari, wandered out of the wastes of Canada and
reluctantly joined The Press where she serves as it's
features editor.

Kara McGuinness-Hickey is our trusty
copy editor. She has excellent grammar and spelling,
as well as a 12 foot prehensile tongue, the ability to
leap up to 30 feet. She can also cling to walls and
secrete a sticky paste like substance with which she
can immobilize her foes. Plus, she is one sexy moth-
er-fucker.

Hilary Vidair, once head of The Press, has
recently resigned from her charge as Exec, in order to
put her astounding psychokinetic powers to work in
the field. Her vast array of psychic abilities makes
her a force to be reckoned with in any situation. Plus,
she can like blast off your face with cosmic rays and
shit.

Brian Libfeld is blue, hairy and smarter
than the rest of us. When he developed opposable
feet as a child, he knew that he would never be
accepted by the regular world. Little did he know
that later in life he would look like a disgruntled
Muppet. Well versed in all things technical, he is the
first person that The Press turns to when important
vehicles and electronics break down, or when the
iMacs will not restart.

and stuff. When s/he is not covering transgender
issues, s/he is touring the alternate worlds as a
multi-dimensional pop star.

Chris Gennari works in the library where
he will not let us steal books because he has a sense
of responsibility and duty. In addition to his unwa-
vering nobility, he can speak Creole, is a world-
renowned thief, a hit with the ladies, and he can
charge up the kinetic energy in any object until it
explodes.

Brian "Scoop" Schneider shoots beams of
ruby force from his eyes.

With and audible "Bamf!" and the smell of
smoke, Steve Preston teleports in. Schooling us all in
politics, law and government, Preston breaks down
all the secrets he has learned from being able to blend
into the darkness, and talk with a neat German
accent. Steve is always calling someone Frauline,
and remains aware and abreast of whatever the cur-
rent political situation is.

Isaac Pflaum is a new addition to The Press.
He is a sullen British lad who, unable to control his
own powers, blew his upper chest and lower'jaw off
in a torrent of psychic energy. He speaks in a neato
form of telepathy and strangely enough, holds poli-
ty office.

Sent back from the future to which he was
sent in order to cure him of a "techno-organic
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